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ABSTRACT

Argo profiling floats initiated a revolution in observational physical

oceanography by providing numerous, high-quality, global, year-round in situ

(0−2000 dbar) temperature and salinity observations. Here, we use Argo’s

unprecedented sampling of the Southern Ocean during 2006− 2013 to de-

scribe the position of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current’s Subantarctic and

Polar fronts, comparing and contrasting two different methods for locating

fronts using the same data set. The first method locates three fronts along dy-

namic height contours, each corresponding to a local maximum in vertically

integrated shear. The second approach locates the fronts using specific fea-

tures in the potential temperature field, following Orsi et al. (1995). Results

from our analysis of Argo data are compared to those from Orsi et al. (1995)

and other more recent studies. Argo spatial resolution is not adequate to re-

solve annual and interannual movements of the fronts on a circumpolar scale,

since they are on the order of 1◦ latitude (Kim and Orsi 2014), smaller than

the resolution of the gridded product analyzed. Here, Argo’s four-dimensional

coverage of the Southern Ocean equatorward of ∼ 60◦S is used to quantify

variations in heat and freshwater content there with respect to the time-mean

front locations. These variations are described in the Southern Ocean and in

regions between fronts during 2006− 2013, considering both pressure and

potential density ranges (within different water masses) and relations to wind

forcing (Ekman upwelling and downwelling).
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1. Introduction33

Over the last three decades, the Southern Hemisphere climate has experienced dra-34

matic changes: growth of the Ozone Hole (Hofmann et al. (1997); WMO (2011);35

http://www.nature.com/nature/focus/ozonehole/), increased melting of the West Antarctic ice-36

sheet (Ding et al. 2011; Rignot et al. 2014), overall thinning of the Antarctic ice-schelf (Paolo37

et al. 2015), stronger winds (Marshall 2003; Thompson et al. 2011), and ocean warming (Gille38

2008; Sutton and Roemmich 2011; Roemmich et al. 2015). The Southern Ocean warming and39

freshening of water masses (Böning et al. 2008; Johnson et al. 2008; Purkey and Johnson 2010;40

Meijers et al. 2011; Purkey and Johnson 2013) may be related to regional trends in sea ice extent41

(Holland and Kwok 2012) or ice sheet melt (Jacobs and Giulivi 2010), and may also drive ice42

sheet melting by ocean advection of heat (Rignot et al. 2013; Schmidtko et al. 2014; Alley et al.43

2015). Because of its large heat capacity and influence on the Meridional Overturning Circulation44

(MOC), the Southern Ocean is not only key for heat and freshwater redistribution in the global45

climate system (Lumpkin and Speer 2007; Marshall and Speer 2012; Watson et al. 2014), but also46

for the global atmosphere-ocean carbon budget (Sabine 2004; Boutin et al. 2008; Le Quere et al.47

2009; Ito et al. 2010; Sallee et al. 2012). A quarter of all anthropogenic CO2 emissions have48

been captured in the Southern Ocean, with a main contribution by transformation of water masses49

within the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and their subsequent sinking below the surface (Sabine50

2004; Ito et al. 2010).51

The Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), the world’s largest current, is the main feature of the52

Southern Ocean and is dynamically connected with the MOC, which ventilates deep and bottom53

portions of the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian oceans (Lumpkin and Speer 2007; Johnson 2008;54

Marshall and Speer 2012). Also, the ACC circulation blends together water masses formed in55
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different basins (Rintoul et al. 2001; Van Sebille et al. 2013). The ACC is not a smooth, large-56

scale flow. Rather, most of its transport is concentrated in a series of well-separated fronts (Orsi57

et al. 1995; Sallée et al. 2008; Sokolov and Rintoul 2009a,b; Thompson et al. 2010; Thompson58

and Sallee 2012; Kim and Orsi 2014). These features separate regions with distinct temperature59

and salinity signatures and are associated with deep-reaching jets and subduction or upwelling60

of different water masses. In a landmark paper, Orsi et al. (1995) (hereon OWN95) describe61

average properties of the fronts using station data from multiple synoptic transects. Three fronts62

are identified between the Southern Boundary of the ACC and the Subtropical Front to the north:63

the Southern ACC front, the Polar Front, and the Subantarctic Front. Initially the presence of64

multiple cores in these ACC fronts was not detected, given the coarse meridional spacing of station65

data, but has since been revealed (Sokolov and Rintoul 2002, 2007, 2009a; Anilkumar et al. 2006).66

Numerous regional analyses of the ACC frontal structure are based on in situ oceanographic profile67

or surface (i.e. surface drifter or satellite) data. Most common domains for these studies are in68

Drake Passage (Cunningham and Pavic 2007; Firing et al. 2011; Renault et al. 2011), around69

the Kerguelen Plateau (Sparrow et al. 1996; Belkin and Gordon 1996; Park et al. 2009, 2014;70

Tarakanov 2014), and along the ACC sector south of Australia and New Zealand (Belkin and71

Gordon 1996; Sokolov and Rintoul 2002; Budillon and Rintoul 2003; Sokolov and Rintoul 2007).72

Additional analyses have been carried out south of Africa (Belkin and Gordon 1996), and in the73

South Atlantic (Peterson and Whitworth 1989; Boehme et al. 2008; Billany et al. 2010), Indian74

(Belkin and Gordon 1996; Anilkumar et al. 2015), and Eastern Pacific (Tarakanov 2011) sectors75

of the Southern Ocean.76

Beside hydrographic data (OWN95, Böning et al. (2008)), surface observations from satellites77

have been widely used to describe the ACC fronts on a global (circumpolar) scale (Gille 1994;78

Dong et al. 2006; Sallée et al. 2008; Sokolov and Rintoul 2009a,b; Thompson and Sallee 2012;79
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Kim and Orsi 2014). Sallée et al. (2008) and Sokolov and Rintoul (2009a,b) combine the mean80

dynamic topography from in situ profiles (referenced to 1500 and 2500 dbar respectively), with81

altimetry data to study both the time mean and variability of the fronts’ location through a contour-82

based approach (Sokolov and Rintoul 2007, 2009a,b). The applicability of this method has been83

debated (Graham et al. 2012; Thompson and Sallee 2012; De Boer et al. 2013; Gille 2014). Gra-84

ham et al. (2012) find that gradient maxima in the sea surface height field are the most reliable85

indicator of a front’s location, while using sea surface height (SSH) contours can give misleading86

results for the temporal variability of the frontal position. Yet Chapman (2014) shows that the87

contour-based approach is more accurate than other methods (i.e. gradient, PDF and wavelet/HOS88

methods) at all signal to noise ratios, when applied to a synthetic SSH field. Finally, SSH anoma-89

lies of meandering jet-like features are associated with non-Gaussian probability density function90

(Thompson and Demirov 2006), allowing study of ACC fronts with altimetry observations (Shao91

et al. 2015). No estimates of the mean dynamic topography are required, ensuring that any tem-92

poral variability in frontal location is unaffected by large-scale SSH changes.93

Kim and Orsi (2014) find large year-to-year meridional fluctuations in frontal locations in the94

southeast Pacific during 1992−2011 using altimetry data and a contour-based approach (with a95

mean dynamic topography that combines GRACE and Argo observations). These fluctuations are96

related mostly to the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and in part to the Southern Annular97

Mode (SAM), with no apparent seasonal cycles or long-term trends detected in this region. In con-98

trast, in the southeast Indian ocean fronts shift to the south in summer and to the north in winter.99

Also, a long-term southward drift of the ACC fronts is observed in the Indian sector. This move-100

ment is hypothesized to be a response to the poleward expansion of the Indian subtropical gyre.101

Gille (2014) finds no long-term trend in the zonally averaged ACC transport latitude index (i.e.102

based on the (zonal) transport-weighted average latitude) from altimetry data, a weak sensitivity103
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to the Southern Annular Mode, and no correlation with ENSO. Also, Gille (2014) suggests that104

the poleward trend in SSH contours might be associated with large-scale changes in SSH due to105

a warming ocean more than with localized shifts in frontal positions. Recently, Shao et al. (2015)106

also show that the ACC as a whole and on regional spatial scales does not exhibit significant107

meridional trends between 1993 and 2012, and is relatively insensitive to climate mode-induced108

variability except in the East Pacific (where they find correlation between the basin-averaged Sub-109

antarctic and Polar fronts’ position and SAM, with a positive SAM corresponding to a northward110

shift) and south of Australia (with the Polar Front shifting southward during positive SAM).111

Since the ACC fronts are linked to ocean dynamics (current strength), thermodynamics (sites of112

water mass transformation; OWN95), and the pattern of upwelling/downwelling associated with113

the closure of the global overturning circulation (Marshall and Speer 2012), the structure of the114

fronts is closely related to the distribution of heat and freshwater in the Southern Ocean. Analysis115

of in situ data shows how coherent warming and freshening trends in the Southern Hemisphere ex-116

tend deeper than 1,000 m and are partially related to water mass changes within the ACC (Böning117

et al. 2008). Altimetry data, too, reveal similar changes in the ACC (Meijers et al. 2011), with118

diabatic processes contributing to cooling, while playing a key role in observed freshening. Dur-119

ing 2006−2013, in the upper 2000 dbar of the global ocean sampled by Argo floats, the Southern120

Hemisphere ocean is the main recipient of heat from global warming, with regional patterns indi-121

cating cooling south of 50◦S in the Pacific (Roemmich et al. 2015). Multidecadal warming and/or122

freshening in the ACC is also reported (Aoki et al. 2005; Sprintall 2008; Naveira Garabato et al.123

2009; Tarakanov 2011; Kobayashi et al. 2012; Schmidtko and Johnson 2012; Close et al. 2013;124

Yang and He 2014), with some exceptions related to regional dynamics, such as the influence of125

the Agulhas Rings south of Africa (Swart and Speich 2010).126
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Here we use Argo’s unprecedented sampling of the Southern Ocean (Roemmich et al. 2015)127

during 2006−2013 to describe the position of the ACC Subantarctic and Polar fronts based on128

subsurface water properties. We detect fronts using two different methods, and compare with129

results from OWN95 and other more recent studies. Argo spatial resolution is not adequate to130

resolve annual and interannual movements of the fronts locally, since they are on the order of 1131

degree latitude (Kim and Orsi 2014). Yet Argo four-dimensional coverage of the Southern Ocean132

equatorward of ∼ 60◦S can be used to identify fronts and quantify heat and freshwater content133

variations in the Southern Ocean. Here, we describe changes in heat and freshwater content in the134

Southern Ocean (within the Argo domain) and regions in between the mean front locations during135

2006−2013, considering both pressure and potential density ranges (different water masses) and136

relations to wind forcing (Ekman upwelling and downwelling).137

We describe data and methods in Section 2. We find frontal locations using Argo data, com-138

paring a Dynamic Height (DH) contour approach (Section 3a) with a potential temperature (θ )139

feature-based method (Section 3b). We relate these results from Argo to the findings of OWN95140

and more recent studies and discuss the θ -S properties at the fronts (Section 3c). Also, we analyze141

changes in heat and freshwater content from 2006−2013 in the Southern Ocean (within the Argo142

domain) and for different regions in between fronts, discussing the relation between θ -S variability143

and wind forcing (Section 4). We summarize and conclude in Section 5.144

2. Data and methods145

a. Data.146

Argo temperature and salinity profiles provide global in situ (0−2000 dbar) ocean observations,147

except on continental shelves, in marginal seas, and, until recently, seasonally ice-covered regions148
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(Klatt et al. 2007), with unprecedented sampling of the Southern Ocean (Roemmich et al. 2009).149

We use objectively mapped monthly fields (Roemmich and Gilson 2009) on a 1× 1 degree grid150

from 64.5◦S-64.5◦N constructed from Argo temperature and salinity observations during 2006−151

2013, after quality control and adjustment of pressure bias. In order to test how the mapping may152

affect the analysis in lightly sampled regions, we check that the resulting frontal locations are153

consistent with the original profile data (see Supplemental material).154

b. Methods to locate the fronts.155

ACC fronts are associated with strong gradients in temperature and salinity, and with deep-156

reaching jets (OWN95). Here, we compare two methods to identify the Subantarctic and Polar157

fronts of the ACC in a gridded Argo product. The first approach locates fronts along Dynamic158

Height (DH) contours that correspond to local maxima in vertically integrated shear (Section 2b.1).159

The second approach follows the fronts along specific features in the potential temperature field160

(Section 2b.2), similarly to OWN95. Results (Section 3) show the locations of the fronts as prob-161

ability of occurrence (Figs. 3, 4) and time-averaged during 2006−2013 (Figs. 2b, 5, 6, 10), once162

the annual variability is removed from the Argo fields (annual displacements of the fronts are not163

resolved by Argo). The DH and feature-based methods are in overall good agreement with each164

other, and only the DH approach is used in the second part of the manuscript.165

1) FRONTS ALONG DYNAMIC HEIGHT CONTOUR LINES.166

Fronts are characterized by strong geostrophic currents. To find those DH contours that are167

aligned with fronts, we consider a set of DH bins and count (for each) the number (N, monthly) of168

co-located local maxima in 0−1975 dbar integrated shear (within the Argo domain in the Southern169

Ocean), i.e. local maxima in geostrophic velocity amplitude at the surface from DH referenced170
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to 1975 dbar. The sum of N (in time) is characterized by three peaks, each identifying a different171

DH range (Fig. 1). Each DH range is associated with a different front (e.g. front i), and a contour172

(DH∗i ) within that range is assigned to the front (red lines in Fig. 1). DH∗i is the time average DH173

of DH bins (within range i) that correspond to monthly local peaks in N. Thus front i is described174

using DH∗i = DHNimax
(t), where DHNimax

is associated with the maximum N within the DH range175

i (i.e. Nimax) for a given month t. The standard error of DH∗i is related to the time variability of the176

DH bin that corresponds to Nimax (i.e. DHNimax
), and is small (Fig. 1). Finally, the DH bin size in177

Fig. 1 is .5 m2s−2. Varying this dimension between .15 and .7 m2s−2 yields DH∗ values that are178

generally comparable to one another within errorbars.179

Based on their position and θ -S properties, the three fronts identified here are named, from north180

to south (i.e. decreasing values of DH contours): Northern Subantarctic front (nSAf), Southern181

Subantarctic front (sSAf), and Polar front (Pf). These names do not necessarily correspond to182

those in other studies that describe a different number of cores for each ACC front (e.g. Sokolov183

and Rintoul (2002, 2007, 2009a); Anilkumar et al. (2006)). The spatial scales of the gridded Argo184

product are larger than available altimetry products and cannot resolve all the cores of the ACC185

fronts. Also, Argo data still undersample the southern fronts of the ACC, where seasonal sea ice186

was once a hurdle for deployments (Klatt et al. 2007).187

2) FRONTS ALONG SPECIFIC FEATURES OF THE POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE FIELD.188

Based on the description by OWN95 (their Table 3) and consistent with subduction and/or shoal-189

ing of water masses, we locate fronts in the Argo dataset along characteristic θ features (Table 1).190

That is, we locate a front at the intersection between a constant θ ∗ surface and (for the SAf) a191

pressure level or (for the Pf) a θ -extremum surface (e.g. the maximum θ deeper than 800 dbar).192

We compare frontal locations by OWN95 with those estimated from Argo data using θ ∗ values193
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consistent with OWN95 (see θ ∗ values in Table 1 and resulting frontal locations later in Fig. 5).194

OWN95 do not describe two branches of the Subantarctic Front, but provide a θ range (at 400195

dbar) to characterize it: we associate the minimum and maximum values of this θ range with the196

sSAf and nSAf respectively. Also, we compute (Table 1) θ ∗ values along the frontal locations197

from the DH contour approach (i.e. the circumpolar and time average of θ at the x,y intersection198

between the DH∗i contour associated with front i and the pressure level or θ -extremum surface199

of interest), and compare the two (DH- versus θ -based) methods (Fig. 6). This procedure for200

local comparisons is motivated by the possibility of using a θ -contour as boundary between water201

masses (OWN95) and by an overall circumpolar agreement between the DH- versus θ - (i.e. water202

mass-) based approach. Such agreement is seen in how the average θ profiles along the DH-based203

Pf, sSAf, and nSAf separate regions where the water-mass volumes in the Southern Ocean (within204

the Argo domain) peak (Fig. 2a), i.e. where θ values are fairly homogeneous and characteristic205

of that region and pressure level (regions at the boundary of the domain are not well represented206

in Fig. 2a). These peaks, although sometimes weak (e.g. between the sSAf and the nSAf), have a207

coherent structure in the p-θbin plane, consistent with a circumpolar frontal structure of the ACC208

that can be described using θ -criteria (OWN95). Yet the peaks are not observed at all individual209

longitudes, partially due to the resolution of the data (especially where different fronts are close to210

one another) and the limited southward extent of the Argo domain.211

We evaluate a set of θ features or criteria for each front (see Table 1 and Supplemental material;212

in this manuscript, the word ”criteria” is used in the context of the θ -method to locate the fronts,213

which is based on, but does not strictly follow, the characterization in OWN95). Here we focus on214

those criteria that align best with results from the DH contour method, i.e. yield the best overall215

agreement both in circumpolar location, and θ -S properties at different pressure levels. These216

features (Table 1, in bold) are identified by θ ∗ values of the maximum θ (hereon max(θ )) deeper217
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than 800 dbar (to locate the Pf), and of θ at 400 dbar (to locate the sSAf and the nSAf). For the218

Pf, the max(θ) criterion at p≥ 800 dbar does not strictly follow the characterization in OWN95.219

OWN95 describe the Polar Front as being south of where θmax > 2.2◦C at p≥800 dbar (their Table220

3), with θmax a local vertical maximum. In the Argo dataset, this θmax is generally shallower than221

800-850 dbar (not shown), hence the max(θ ) at p≥800 dbar criterion (Table 1) captures θmax only222

at some longitudes, and constrains θ at 800 dbar elsewhere (since max(θ ) is the largest value of θ223

in a pressure range and not necessarily a local vertical maximum).224

The θmax at depth is related to a θmin (i.e. θ local vertical minimum) in the upper ocean, which225

has been used to characterize the Polar front (OWN95), and is described here as an alternate θ226

criterion, although it does not align with the DH-based Pf as well as an isotherm along the max(θ )227

at p≥800 dbar does. This θmin is present only during summer. Hence, with year-round data from228

Argo, we favor the deeper criteria in this analysis. Also, the θmin is generally shallower than 200229

dbar (not shown), hence the minimum θ (hereon min(θ )) at p≤200 dbar criterion we use (Table230

1) is equivalent to the characterization in OWN95 (their Table 3), except that it includes profiles231

where the θmin is not present (e.g., winter-time profiles; common in Argo data, but not previous232

hydrographic data). We discuss other θ and S features along the fronts and how they align with233

the DH-based approach in the Supplemental material.234

c. Freshwater estimate from Argo salinity anomaly.235

Freshwater anomalies (FW) for a region of interest, are estimated as centimeters of freshwa-236

ter over the area of the Southern Ocean in the gridded Argo domain (ASO = 6.001 · 1013m2),237

i.e. FW=VFW/ASO. The freshwater volume, VFW, is defined as the amount of freshwater that238

would need to be added to or removed from a reference volume Vm (with salinity Sm), in or-239

der to obtain salinity Si (at timestep i), without modifying the salt content of the water, i.e.240
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VFW =
∫ (Sm

Si
−1
)

dVm. Here, Vm is the volume associated with the Argo grid in the region241

and pressure levels of interest, and Sm and Si are the corresponding time mean and time changing242

salinity.243

3. The Polar and Subantarctic fronts of the ACC from Argo244

a. Fronts along dynamic height contour lines.245

The location of the Pf cannot be determined everywhere in the Pacific sector of the Southern246

Ocean, since, at some longitudes, the Pf is poleward of the Argo domain and the gridded maps. The247

Argo Pf shows good agreement with (i.e. only slight differences from) OWN95’s estimate in Drake248

Passage (Fig. 3, red #1), between the Maurice Ewing Bank (Fig. 3, red #2) and the Atlantic Ridge249

(Fig. 3, red #4), between 150−170◦E and 175−120◦W in the Pacific, and between 35−55◦E and250

100− 115◦E in the Indian sector (Fig. 3). In other regions, the Argo Pf is further south than the251

previous estimate of OWN95 and is more consistent with the middle branch of the Polar Front in252

Sokolov and Rintoul (2009a) which generally agrees well with our Argo Pf circumpolar location.253

We observe a large southward shift in the Argo Pf position relative to OWN95 at the Maurice254

Ewing Bank (Fig. 3, red #2; consistent with Sokolov and Rintoul (2009a) and Kim and Orsi255

(2014)), in the eastern Atlantic and between 115− 145◦E (consistent with Sokolov and Rintoul256

(2009a) and different from Kim and Orsi (2014)), and around the Kerguelen Plateau (Fig. 3, red257

#6), with the Argo Pf flowing just north of the Fawn Trough (Fig. 3, red #7). In this region, our258

results are consistent with Sparrow et al. (1996) and Sokolov and Rintoul (2009a), but neither Kim259

and Orsi (2014) nor Park et al. (2014) (discussed further in Section 3b).260

We find two cores of the Subantarctic Front in the Argo dataset, the sSAf and the nSAf. Along261

most of their circumpolar path, these two cores are consistent with the southern and middle branch262
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of the Subantarctic Front in Sokolov and Rintoul (2009a), respectively, with the largest differences263

in the Pacific Ocean, east of the Campbell Plateau (Fig. 3, red #9). Here, the nSAf sharply veers264

northward to follow the bathymetry and comes back to the south around 180◦E, consistent with the265

Subantarctic Front in Böning et al. (2008) and Kim and Orsi (2014), and with the northern (rather266

than the middle) branch of the Subantarctic Front in Sokolov and Rintoul (2009a). Similarly,267

the nSAf sharply veers northward at the East Pacific Rise (Fig. 3, red #14), again in agreement268

with Böning et al. (2008) and the northern (rather than the middle) branch of the Subantarctic269

Front in Sokolov and Rintoul (2009a), but not Kim and Orsi (2014), where no sharp northward270

meandering is observed. In general, the Argo sSAf traces more closely (than the nSAf) the location271

of the Subantarctic Front in OWN95, except in the western Atlantic (near South America), in the272

Indian Ocean eastward of 70◦E, and in the eastern Pacific. Also, in OWN95, both the Subantarctic273

and Polar fronts cross the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge via the Udinsev Fracture Zone (Fig. 3, red #11).274

Results here suggest that only the Pf does (Fig. 3, red #11), in agreement with Kim and Orsi275

(2014) and Sokolov and Rintoul (2009a), while the sSAf goes through the Eltanin Fracture Zone276

(Fig. 3, red #12) and the nSAf through the Menard Fracture Zone (Fig. 3, red #13). However, the277

Argo climatology resolution may be a limitation when describing the front position in relation to278

these narrow bathymetric features.279

The location of the ACC fronts from Argo agrees well with local maxima of the zonal and merid-280

ional baroclinic geostrophic transport in the upper 1975 dbar from Argo (Fig. 4, with velocities281

referenced to 1975 dbar). Such agreement is expected on the overall circumpolar scale (since DH∗i282

contour values are chosen based on Argo integrated shear on a circumpolar scale, Section 2b.1)283

and Fig. 4 shows that it holds also locally. As an example, the northward meandering of the nSAf284

east of the Campbell Plateau (Fig. 3, red #9) and at the East Pacific Rise (Fig. 3, red #14) aligns285
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with a pattern of stronger meridional velocities (Fig. 4b). The strongest integrated transport is in286

the western Indian ocean, associated with the Agulhas retroflection (Fig. 4a).287

b. Fronts along specific features of the potential temperature field.288

The Pf location using θ ∗ values by OWN95 in the Argo θ field (Section 2b.2) is in overall289

agreement with OWN95, but regional discrepancies between the shallower and deeper criterion290

are large between 50−80◦E,∼ 115−140◦E, and∼ 170−150◦W (Fig. 5). Around the Kerguelen291

Plateau (i.e. 50− 80◦E), a Pf criterion on the max(θ) deeper than 800 dbar yields a path of the292

Pf that is south compared to the upper ocean min(θ ) criterion (Fig. 5), except for some of the293

individual Argo profiles that align with the shallower criterion between 70− 80◦E (Fig. S1c in294

the Supplemental material). These profiles do not fall on a circumpolar path (Fig. S1c), and the295

corresponding θ field yields large errorbars for the Pf from the max(θ)-criterion in Fig. 5 (between296

70− 80◦E). In summary, the shallower criterion suggests a Pf location (in the region of interest)297

that is to the north compared to following θ ∗ along max(θ) deeper than 800 dbar. The shallower298

criterion is based on a θmin (OWN95) that is present only during summer. With year-round data299

from Argo, we favor the deeper criteria in this analysis.300

Using 2◦C as the θ ∗ value for the min(θ )-based Pf (as in Fig. 5) is consistent with Table 3 in301

OWN95 and is similar to the criterion in Park et al. (2014) (who consider θmin in the 100− 300302

m depth range), but the resulting front location is different from both of the other studies. In the303

gridded Argo product used here, the 2◦C contour of the minimum θ in the upper 200 dbar (i.e.304

a min(θ )-based Pf) sharply veers northward at the plateau (65◦E, Fig. 5), while in OWN95 their305

Polar Front gently veers northward between 55 and ∼ 62.5◦E (Fig. 5), and in Park et al. (2014),306

the 2◦C isotherm that corresponds to their Polar Front veers northward around 71◦E (their Fig. 5).307
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A northward change in direction, west of 70◦E, as in the gridded Argo product here, is consistent308

with individual Argo profile observations (see Supplemental material).309

The sSAf and the nSAf locations using θ ∗ values by OWN95 in the Argo θ field (Section310

2b.2) align with the Subantarctic Front in OWN95 only in few sectors of the ACC (e.g. around311

110◦E, Fig. 5). At other longitudes, one of them may be close to the previous estimate but not312

the other (e.g. the sSAf around 175◦W) or they are both far (generally to the north, e.g. in the313

Atlantic basin). Sectors of the Southern Ocean where Argo fronts based on θ ∗ values in OWN95314

are equatorward of the position in OWN95 indicate that the regional Argo climatology at the315

pressure levels of interest (for the criteria) is colder than previous observations (collected between316

1976− 1990 for sections in the Atlantic Ocean, and 1974− 1977 in the western Indian basin).317

Unfortunately, a regional long term trend cannot be estimated due to the sparsity of observations318

in the Southern Ocean for the period previous to Argo. The simple comparison (here) of the Argo319

versus OWN95 frontal locations may be aliased by interannual and decadal variability, as well as320

by differences between the two datasets (temporally and spatially distributed Argo profiles versus321

synoptic, mostly summertime sections) and methods. Yet Argo profile data (with no annual cycle322

removed, Fig. S1b) that follow the 2◦C shallow criterion lay north of the Polar Front location in323

OWN95 in the same ACC sectors (140−170◦E and 175◦E−120◦W) as for the gridded data (with324

the annual cycle removed, Fig. 5). Also, ECMWF ERA-Interim Sea Surface Temperature (SST)325

shows a statistically significant linear decrease between 1979 and 2013 in the general ACC Pf326

region at those longitudes (not shown), consistent with a local long term cooling of the upper ocean327

and with the min(θ )-based Argo Pf being equatorward of the Polar Front in OWN95. Regional328

cooling is not inconsistent with the overall warming of the Southern Ocean observed for the last329

few decades and during the Argo period (Roemmich et al. 2015).330
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We compute θ ∗ values (analogous to those of OWN95) along DH contours that identify fronts331

as in Section 2b.1 (Table 1). Resulting frontal locations are in overall good agreement with the332

DH contour approach (Fig. 6), showing how the two methods, described in Section 2b.1 and 2b.2,333

align regionally (the agreement on a circumpolar scale is discussed in Section 2b.2).334

Also, the θ ∗ value of the upper ocean min(θ) computed along the DH-based Argo Pf, agrees,335

within errorbars, with the value in Sokolov and Rintoul (2009a), but not OWN95 (Table 1). How-336

ever, the value of the max(θ) at p≥800 dbar along the DH-based Argo Pf agrees with both the337

previous findings, as does θ (400 dbar) along the DH-based Argo nSAf (Table 1). In contrast,338

along the DH-based Argo sSAf, θ (400 dbar) differs from both OWN95 and Sokolov and Rintoul339

(2009a) (Table 1). A main advantage in computing θ ∗ values along DH- (i.e. streamline-) based340

fronts here resides in having both the streamfunction and the θ field from the same well-resolved341

(Argo) dataset and for the same time period (2006−2013).342

Argo fronts from θ criteria that generally agree best with the DH contour method (in bold343

in Table 1, with θ ∗ values computed along DH-based fronts), still fail to align with it in a few344

regions (Fig. 6), suggesting that, in specific sectors of the Southern Ocean, a combination of345

different criteria (Table 1 and Supplemental material) may be appropriate to locate the fronts more346

accurately when using a feature-based approach. In the eastern Pacific, the nSAf (from θ ) hits347

the South American coast, rather than flowing through Drake passage. This may be related to how348

formation of Subantarctic Mode Water impacts the θ -field in the region and can be corrected using349

a regional criterion on θ at 600−dbar (see Supplemental material). Around 90◦E, the θ -based350

sSAf and nSAf flow south of the corresponding DH-fronts (a 600−dbar criterion for θ would351

reduce this departure too). In the Atlantic basin, the sSAf and nSAf flow north of the DH-fronts352

(reduced applying a salinity criterion in the region).353
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c. θ -S properties along the fronts: time mean and interannual variability.354

Time-mean θ -S diagrams along the Pf and the nSAf are similar using the DH contour method355

versus θ criteria with θ ∗ values by OWN95 (Fig. 7a). However, the sSAf from the latter shows356

θ -S properties in between the DH-based sSAf and nSAf (Fig. 7a).357

The Pf θ -S diagram from Argo shows a θ minimum (θmin) in the upper 200 dbar and a θ358

maximum (θmax) at depth (Fig. 7b), as described in OWN95. However, the θmin is colder than359

2◦C, and the θmax is between 400−700 dbar, consistent with the description in Section 3b.360

The θ ∗ values computed along the DH frontal locations yield fronts with θ -S properties that361

agree well with the DH method (Fig. 7b). While this result is expected at the pressure level of362

interest for the θ -criteria (since θ ∗ values are computed along DH-fronts), the overall agreement363

of the θ -S curves is further evidence of how the two methods, described in Section 2b.1 and 2b.2,364

are consistent with appropriate θ ∗ choices. Also, the difference in salinity arising from using one365

approach versus the other for the SAf is consistent with the observed northward departures of366

the θ -based sSAf and nSAf in the Atlantic compared to the DH-approach (Fig. 6), and could be367

reduced by including a regional salinity criterion. Results in the rest of the manuscript are based368

on the DH contour method.369

θ -S properties of the Argo nSAf and Pf show interannual variability during 2006− 2013 (Fig.370

8). Deeper than 200 dbar, the nSAf was warmer and saltier in 2008 compared to 2011 (Fig. 8a),371

while the Pf was colder and fresher in 2006−2009 compared to 2011−2013 (Fig. 8b). At these372

pressure levels, changes in θ and S are mostly compensating in density. This is not the case for373

the Pf θmin in the upper 200 dbar, where θ -S properties were colder and saltier in 2006−2007374

compared to 2010−2011 (Fig. 8b). Since the θ -S properties of interest are along a fixed DH375

contour, θ -S anomalies must compensate in density in a vertically integrated sense.376
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4. Heat and freshwater content in the Southern Ocean377

We describe changes in heat and freshwater content in different regions around the ACC. We378

define these regions (within the Argo domain) based on the time mean location of the Polar, Sub-379

antarctic, and Subtropical fronts (Section 3a; Fig. 2b). The SO region extends south of the STf,380

n.nSAf is between the STf and the nSAf, SAf.nPf extends from the nSAf to the north of the Pf,381

and Pf.s includes the Pf and south of it. The Subtropical front (STf) is used as our northernmost382

boundary, and is located along the 12◦C isotherm at 100 dbar (OWN95). Due to the time-constant383

boundary for each region, frontal shifts may influence θ -S changes locally within the region. Yet384

the effect on resulting circumpolar heat and freshwater anomalies may be small (e.g. meridional385

displacements may be to the south at some longitudes and to the north at others (Shao et al. 2015)).386

Also, interannual variability in frontal locations may not be large enough to be detected robustly387

in Argo.388

We describe interannual variability of heat and freshwater content in pressure ranges and density389

classes (water masses) in Section 4a, and related θ -S anomalies in Section 4b. In Section 4c, we390

discuss how wind-forced vertical advection (i.e. Ekman downwelling) causes isopycnals to deepen391

in 2010−2012, contributing to the observed ocean warming signal.392

a. Heat and freshwater content interannual variability.393

The SO heat content (in the upper 1975 dbar) increased during 2006− 2013 (Roemmich et al.394

(2015) and Fig. 9a) with contributions from all three of the regions considered here, and especially395

n.nSAf (red line, Fig. 9a). Most of this increase is confined to the top 1000 dbar (Fig. 9c,e), with396

weaker signal between 1000− 1500 dbar (Fig. 9g) and a positive anomaly in 2006 for the Pf.s397

region between 1500− 1975 dbar (Fig. 9i, blue line). At these pressure levels the SO anomaly398
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in 2006 and 2007 is smaller than the related standard error, while the n.nSAf heat content is399

characterized by negative anomalies in 2006−2009 and positive later, as in shallower layers.400

The SO freshwater anomaly in the upper 1975 dbar (computed as in Section 2c) is negative in401

2009 and 2013, and positive in 2011−2012, with different contributions from different regions402

(Fig. 9b). In n.nSAf, the FW anomaly is positive in 2006− 2007 and 2011, and negative in403

2012− 2013, as a nearly linear decrease that dominates the SO signal in the upper 500 dbar404

(Fig. 9d, red line) is added to increasing freshwater between 1000− 1975 dbar (Fig. 9h,j), with405

the transition occurring between 500− 1000dbar (Fig. 9f). The SAf.nPf region too has different406

phasing between the upper 500 dbar and the deeper levels, with a contribution to the SO signal that407

is small in the shallowest layer, and larger at depth. Finally, Pf.s provides the smallest contribution408

to the FW interannual variability in the SO, with the exception of the 2011 positive and 2013409

negative anomalies (Fig. 9b, blue line), that are related to changes in shallower (Fig. 9d) and410

deeper (Fig. 9f,h,j) layers, respectively. The yearly freshwater anomaly (in the upper 1975 dbar,411

Fig. 9b) varies spatially in each region (Fig. 10). The 2006− 2007 positive anomaly (Fig. 9b)412

is dominated by variability in the Indian sector of n.nSAf, south of the nSAf in the central South413

Pacific, and south of the STf in the South Atlantic (especially in 2007) (Fig. 10a-b). However, the414

2011−2012 positive anomaly (Fig. 9b) is set by variability south of the nSAf in the South Indian415

ocean, in n.nSAf and SAf.nPf in the central and eastern South Pacific and western (and eastern, in416

2012) South Atlantic, and in the Pf.s region (in 2011) (Fig. 10f-g). The 2009 negative anomaly417

(Fig. 9b) is dominated by the signal south of the nSAf in the South Indian ocean, south of the STf418

in the central and eastern South Pacific and western South Atlantic, and in n.nSAf and SAf.nPf in419

the eastern South Atlantic (Fig. 10d). Finally, the 2013 negative anomaly (Fig. 9b) is set by the420

signal in the Indian sector of n.nSAf, south of the STf in the western and central South Pacific,421

and south of the Pf in the central and eastern Atlantic and in the western Indian Ocean (Fig. 10h).422
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Overall warming during 2006−2013 is also observed for water masses in the potential density423

(σθ ) range 26.8≤ σθ ≤ 27.7 kgm−3 (Fig. 11, top panels), with a stronger signal for Subantarctic424

Mode Water (26.8 ≤ σθ ≤ 27.0 kgm−3). FW anomalies indicate freshening of water masses for425

27 ≤ σθ ≤ 27.45 kgm−3 (Fig. 11e), with positive anomalies also in 2006−2007 for σθ > 27.45426

kgm−3. Also, the n.nSAf contribution to the SO signal for σθ > 27.0 kgm−3 is a FW increase427

during the Argo years, at all levels. In contrast, in the SAf.nPf and Pf.s regions, for σθ > 27.35428

kgm−3, water masses are characterized by a positive FW anomaly in 2006, 2007 (for SAf.nPf),429

and 2011−2012 (Fig. 11g-h).430

Finally, the FW anomaly in the SAMW range 26.8≤ σθ ≤ 26.9 kgm−3 is negative at the end of431

the time series and positive before that (Fig. 11e-f).432

b. θ -S property changes on isopycnals.433

Heat and freshwater changes in potential density classes described here (Fig. 11), are based on434

mean isopycnal locations. Yet θ -S properties vary differently on the actual time-changing isopy-435

cnals (Fig. 12 versus Fig. 13), with potential density decreasing in time on the mean isopycnal436

location (Fig. 12i-l). The θ -S anomalies in Fig. 12a-h are not scaled by layer thickness, but are437

consistent with heat and freshwater changes in Fig. 11, i.e. overall θ increase (Fig. 12a-d) and438

S decrease (Fig. 12e-h) during 2006− 2013, on most layers (except for salinity in the SAMW439

range). On the actual isopycnal locations θ increases in time at all levels, only in the SAf.nPf and440

Pf.s regions (Fig. 13c-d), and decreases for σθ < 27.3 kgm−3 in the SO and n.nSAf (Fig. 13a-441

b). Also, in SAf.nPf and Pf.s, salinity increases (rather than decreases) on most isopycnals (Fig.442

13g-h), while, in the SO, it does so only for σθ > 27.3 kgm−3 (Fig. 13e). We find no significant443

salinity changes at such densities in n.nSAf (Fig. 13f).444
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c. Ekman upwelling and downwelling, and pressure changes on isopycnals.445

We find an overall pressure increase on isopycnals in the Southern Ocean (Fig. 13i-l). In the446

SO, n.nSAf and SAf.nPf regions, Argo pressure changes are consistent with a contribution from447

wind-forced vertical advection (i.e. Ekman upwelling and downwelling, Fig. 14), estimated from448

ECMWF ERA-Interim zonal and meridional momentum flux at the ocean-atmosphere interface.449

The agreement holds only in 2007−2010 in n.nSAf and it breaks down in Pf.s (not shown), where450

isopycnals shown in Fig. 14 (i.e. within the Southern Ocean Argo domain at each timestep) are451

shallower and direct heat and freshwater exchanges with the atmosphere play a greater role than452

dynamics. In Pf.s, isopycnals are also steeper and carry ventilation to great depths. In general,453

when comparing between Argo pressure changes on isopycnals and wind forcing, diabatic con-454

tributions are not the only mechanism at play besides vertical advection (e.g. lateral motion of455

sloping isopycnals may also affect how pressure on isopycnals changes over time). These addi-456

tional processes may explain some of the differences in pressure changes on isopycnals between457

Argo and the estimate from ECMWF ERA-Interim (i.e. sign and/or amplitude differences in Fig.458

14), along with the uncertainty on the Ekman upwelling and downwelling from reanalysis and459

on the Argo fields (e.g. in 2006, the number of Argo floats in the SO is smaller than in later460

years). The analysis of the relative contribution of heave and water mass processes to θ -S prop-461

erty changes (Durack and Wijffels 2010) would be a valuable (future) addition to this work, but is462

beyond the scope of the present study.463

5. Summary and conclusions464

We use Argo’s unprecedented (e.g. spatially distributed with no bias towards summer months)465

sampling of the Southern Ocean during 2006−2013 to describe the recent positions of the Antarc-466

tic Circumpolar Current’s Subantarctic and Polar fronts equatorward of ∼ 60◦S. We compare and467
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contrast two different methods for locating fronts in the same data set. The first method (Section468

2b.1) locates three fronts along dynamic height contours, each corresponding to a local maximum469

in vertically integrated shear (Fig. 1). We term these the Polar front (Pf), Southern (sSAf) and470

Northern (nSAf) Subantarctic front (from south to north, Fig. 3). The second approach (Section471

2b.2) locates the same fronts using specific features in the potential temperature field, consis-472

tent with subduction and/or shoaling of water masses (Table 1), following OWN95. The ACC473

fronts are associated with strong gradients in temperature and salinity, and with deep-reaching jets474

(OWN95), hence the two methods are in overall good agreement with each other. Argo DH-frontal475

locations align well both with local maxima of the zonal and meridional geostrophic transport in476

the upper 1975 dbar (Fig. 4), and with θ properties that separate regions where the Southern Ocean477

water mass volume (within the Argo domain) peaks (Fig. 2), i.e. regions with homogeneous θ478

properties. A local maximum in volume between the Pf and the sSAf is observed around 800 dbar479

and deeper (Fig. 2) and corresponds to the Upper Circumpolar Deep Water. Another maximum is480

located between the sSAf and the nSAf, at depths shallower than 1000 dbar (Fig. 2), and aligns481

with the freshest variety of Antarctic Intermediate Waters that begin to descend north of the Pf482

(not shown). The agreement between the two methods to locate the fronts also holds locally in483

most sectors of the Southern Ocean (Fig. 6), and for TS properties along the front (Fig. 7b). Yet484

the DH-approach is preferable since DH is a vertically integrated quantity, hence not as affected485

by local phenomena as θ at a specific pressure level (e.g. SAMW formation in the eastern Pacific486

Ocean). Phenomenological (θ -based) characterizations that align best with the DH fronts follow487

an isotherm of the max(θ ) at p≥800 dbar and of θ at p= 400 dbar, for the Pf and SAf (sSAf and488

nSAf), respectively, and are still not consistent with the DH approach in a few regions, i.e. the489

eastern Pacific for the nSAf, and around 90◦E and in the Atlantic basin for the sSAf and nSAf. In490

these sectors of the Southern Ocean, the combination of different θ -S criteria may be appropriate491
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to locate the fronts more accurately. Also, the circumpolar θ ∗ value (of the isotherm at p= 400492

dbar) that aligns best with the DH-based sSAf is different from previous studies (Table 1). A main493

advantage in computing θ ∗ values along DH- (i.e. streamline-) based fronts here resides in having494

both the streamfunction and the θ field from the same well-resolved (Argo) dataset and for the495

same time period (2006− 2013). Argo frontal locations are consistent overall with findings in496

Sokolov and Rintoul (2009a), but show local differences with that study, OWN95, and other more497

recent analyses (Section 2b.1, e.g. at the Kerguelen and Campbell plateaus, the Maurice Ewing498

Bank, and crossing the East Pacific Rise). Our results focus on the time mean frontal locations.499

As for movements of the fronts in time, both a DH- and a θ - (contour) based method would be500

biased by θ variability in the Southern Ocean (Graham et al. 2012; Thompson and Sallee 2012;501

De Boer et al. 2013; Gille 2014). Large-scale changes in DH and θ contours may, in fact, be due502

to a warming ocean more than localized shifts in frontal positions. Also, Argo resolution may not503

be appropriate to detect such changes. The method described recently by Shao et al. (2015) based504

on altimetry anomalies, can be advantageous to track frontal movements in time.505

We use Argo four-dimensional coverage of the Southern Ocean equatorward of ∼ 60◦S to de-506

scribe changes in heat and freshwater content in the Southern Ocean during 2006− 2013 with507

respect to the time-mean frontal location (Section 4). Heat content increases from 2006− 2013,508

in the upper 2000 dbar of the SO (i.e. south of the STf and within the Argo domain), with a signal509

that is mostly confined to the top 1000 dbar, and is weaker between 1000 and 1500 dbar. The510

FW anomaly (from the mean) in the top 2000 dbar of the SO is negative in 2009 and 2013, and511

positive in 2011−2012, with a decrease during the time period of interest in the upper 500 dbar512

of the n.nSAf region (dominating the SO signal at those pressures), and an increase below 1000513

dbar. Also, the yearly freshwater anomaly (in the upper 1975 dbar, Fig. 9b) varies spatially in514

each region considered here (Fig.10).515
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An overall increase of heat and freshwater content is observed for water masses in the range516

26.8 ≤ σθ ≤ 27.7 kgm−3 (except for the STMW with 26.8 ≤ σθ ≤ 26.9 kgm−3, where the FW517

anomaly is negative at the end of the time series, and positive earlier), with positive (SO) FW518

anomalies also in 2006−2007 for σθ > 27.45 kgm−3 (Fig. 11). This heat and FW estimate in519

potential density classes (i.e., for water masses) is based on the mean isopycnal location. Yet520

θ -S properties vary differently on the actual time changing isopycnals (Fig. 12 versus Fig. 13),521

with anomalies that are opposite in sign (compared to values on the time-mean isopycnal loca-522

tion) for θ and S in the lighter and denser layers, respectively. This result suggests that heat and523

freshwater changes from using the mean isopycnal location may be partially related to isopycnal524

displacement.525

We observe an overall pressure increase (in time) on isopycnals (Fig. 13i-l) consistent with wind-526

forced vertical advection by Ekman upwelling and downwelling (Fig. 14) in the SO, n.nSAf and527

SAf.nPf regions. Such wind-forced vertical advection causes isopycnals to deepen in 2010−2012,528

contributing to the observed ocean warming signal.529

Finally, ECMWF ERA-Interim SST shows a statistically significant linear decrease between530

1979 and 2013 in the general ACC Pf regions at 140− 170◦E and 175◦E−120◦W (not shown),531

consistent with a long term local cooling of the upper ocean and with the min(θ )-based Argo Pf532

(with the θ ∗ value by OWN95) being equatorward of the Polar front in OWN95 (Fig. 5), in these533

sectors of the Southern Ocean.534
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FIG. 1. Number of local maxima in vertically integrated geostrophic shear (0−1975 dbar) from gridded Argo

data, considering all longitudes, latitudes (south of 35.5◦S), and months from 2006-2013, binned by Dynamic

Height (DH). Gray lines separate DH ranges encompassing different fronts. Red lines indicate the DH contour

assigned to each front (values and standard errors in red boxes, along with abbreviations for the fronts).
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FIG. 2. (a) Time mean volume in θ (x-axis, ◦C) and pressure (y-axis, dbar) bins, within the Argo domain

south of the Subtropical Front (STf), i.e. gray shaded region in panel b1. The volume in each bin (m3) is equal

to 10 power of the value shaded in color. The mean θ profiles along the DH-based Argo fronts in Fig. 3 (and

along the STf) are indicated as thick lines (Pf in blue, sSAf in green, nSAf in red, STf in magenta). (b) Regions

of the Argo domain, considered in this study, are shaded gray: (b1) SO (south of the STf), (b2) n.nSAf (between

the STf and the nSAf), (b3) SAf.nPf (nSAf to north of the Pf), and (b4) Pf.s (Pf and south). The time mean

location of the Argo fronts is color coded as in panel (a).
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FIG. 3. DH-based ACC fronts from gridded Argo data: frequency of occurrence (dots) during 2006− 2013

(values smaller than 20% are masked out). Light blue to purple dots are for the Polar Front (Pf). Light yellow

to green dots are for the Southern Subantarctic Front (sSAf). Light Orange to red dots are for the Northern

Subantarctic Front (nSAf). Black lines are, from north to south, the Subantarctic and Polar fronts described in

Orsi et al. (1995) (OWN95). Bathymetry (m) shallower than 3500 m is shaded from white to dark brown, in the

background. Numbers (in red) are adjacent to some of the main bathymetric features: (1) Drake Passage, (2)

Maurice Ewing Bank, (3) Argentine Basin, (4) Atlantic Ridge, (5) SW Indian Ridge, (6) Kerguelen Plateau, (7)

Fawn Trough, (8) SE Indian Ridge, (9) Campbell Plateau, (10) Pacific-Antarctic Ridge, (11) Udintsev Fracture

Zone, (12) Eltanin Fracture Zone, (13) Menard Fracture Zone, and (14) East Pacific Rise.
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FIG. 4. DH-based Argo fronts as in Fig. 3, with the background color showing the time mean (a) zonal and

(b) meridional baroclinic geostrophic transport per unit meter (m2s−1), in the upper 1975 dbar, from gridded

Argo data.
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FIG. 5. Argo fronts from θ -criteria (thick lines), using θ ∗ values consistent with OWN95 (Table 1): x,y

locations are averaged in 1 degree longitude bins and in time. Errorbars (dashed lines) include a component

related to the bin average and another equal to 1 (temporal) standard deviation of the front meridional location.

Bold fonts highlight, in the legend, θ criteria that align best with DH-based fronts. Polar and Subantarctic fronts

from OWN95 are shown as black lines. A 5 degree grid is added along the x-axis between 50−80◦E.
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FIG. 6. DH-based (thick lines) and θ -based (thin lines) Argo fronts (with θ ∗ values computed along the

DH-based fronts, Table 1): x,y locations are averaged in 1 degree longitude bins and in time. Errorbars (dashed

lines), include a component related to the bin average and another equal to 1 (temporal) standard deviation of

the front meridional location. A 5 degree grid is added along the x-axis between 50−80◦E.
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FIG. 7. Comparison of time mean θ -S diagrams along the DH-based Argo fronts in Fig. 3 (black edge dots in

panel (a) and (b)), with those from the θ -based Argo fronts (in bold) in Fig. 5 (gray edge dots in panel (a)), and

in Fig. 6 (gray edge dots in panel (b)), with θ from colder to warmer along the Pf, sSAf, and nSAf. Errorbars

(black solid lines) are indicated for the DH-based fronts, consistent with the error on the DH contour choice

associated with each front (Fig. 1). In both panels, dotted lines indicate θ ∗-S∗ values described in OWN95.

Dashed lines indicate θ ∗ values used to locate the θ -based fronts (different between panel (a) and (b)). In panel

(a), dashed lines coincide with dotted ones, since θ ∗ values are from OWN95. In panel (b), dashed lines are

for θ ∗ computed along DH-based fronts. Dot colors represent mean pressure (dbar) at the θ -S values along the

fronts.
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FIG. 8. Yearly θ -S diagram along the Argo (a) nSAf and (b) Pf in Fig. 3. Errorbars are shown around each dot.

Gray contours indicate isopycnals. The 200, 400, 600 dbar pressure levels are marked, with pressure increasing

from warmer to colder for the nSAf and from fresher to saltier for the Pf.
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FIG. 9. Yearly (left) heat and (right) freshwater content anomalies from the 2006−2013 time mean, in different

regions of the SO (legend in panel b, and maps in Fig. 2b) and for different pressure ranges (tops and bottoms

of pressure layers are indicated in the title). Dots signify that the yearly value is larger than its standard error.

Freshwater values are in cm, after normalizing the volume of freshwater by the area of the SO within the Argo

domain (6.001 ·1013 m2). The legend in the left panels indicates the ocean volume in each region.
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FIG. 10. Maps of yearly freshwater content (m) anomalies from the 2006−2013 time mean, for the 0−1975

dbar pressure range, with zero contour (thin black line). Black dots signify that the yearly value is smaller than

its standard error. DH-based Argo fronts are indicated as thick lines as in Fig. 2b.
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FIG. 11. Yearly (top) heat and (bottom) freshwater content anomalies from the 2006−2013 time mean in

different regions of the SO (same regions as in Fig. 9) and in 0.05 kgm−3 thick potential density classes (y-

axis). Values are based on the time mean location of isopycnals. Freshwater values follow Fig. 9. Black

contours: pressure on isopycnals. Years since 2000 are indicated on the x-axis.
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FIG. 12. Yearly anomalies from the 2006−2013 time mean of (top) potential temperature, (middle) salinity,

and (bottom) potential density on the mean locations of a set of isopycnals (y-axis, kgm−3). Regions follow Fig.

9. Black contours: pressure on isopycnals. Years since 2000 are indicated on the x-axis.
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FIG. 13. Following Fig. 12, but on the actual (time varying) isopycnal locations. Bottom panels show pressure

anomalies on isopycnals.
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FIG. 14. Comparison of pressure changes on isopycnals (a) estimated from ECMWF ERA-Interim wind stress

curl (i.e. Ekman upwelling and downwelling), and (b-d) observed by Argo in different regions (following Fig.

9). Changes are indicated as the cumulative sum of monthly dp (i.e. difference in pressure between month i

and month i-1) since the beginning of 2006 (to the end of the year in the x-axis). In panels (b-d), light to dark

shades are for lighter to denser isopycnals. Also, in panels (b-d), dashed lines indicate the estimate from Ekman

upwelling and downwelling shown in panel (a).
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